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   This book is one of a serious of books addressing the Image of women in the Ideas of great 
philosopher such as Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. It discusses an important issue, which is despite the 
tolerance of all religions and their full recognition of the dignity and complete humanity of women; the 
noble ideas are totally obscured  by patriarchal, prejudice and inhumane traditions and norms. This idea 
is clearly emphasized in this book through analyzing the biblical heritage, early Christian saints and 
philosophers, passing with Middle ages saints as St. Agustine until St. Thomas Aquinas. 
 
  The book argues that Christianity acquired its perception of women Old Treatment of Judaism with all 
its underestimation for the mentality of women and biased impression against them as mistrusted and 
origin of evils. Notwithstanding Christianity was rich of lofty value that highly favored tolerance, 
equality and love among people. The church did not succeed in contributing to emancipation of women 
nor did it succeed in relinquishing THE PRE-Christian values regarding the position of women. 
 
The Christian thinking established an image about women based on the assumption that they should be 
totally abide to their husbands and show complete obedience for them as they show to the God. 
Women are always perceived as totally responsible for the seducing men and invite them to sins in 
manner that questions the rationality of men and their disability of sex resistance. This necessitates the 
control over female sexuality to avoid social disruption. The Gerco-Roman perception regarding 
women was reconstructed to emphasis on women’s inferiority with reference to stories of new 
Testament.  
 
  The book resembles the way of traditions prevailed over the essence of Christianity to the way Islam 
is contemporarily interpreted. Islam highly recognized the rationality and wisdom of women in many 
examples, such as the Queen Saba’a, nevertheless, prominent religion men deny the right of women to 
take over leadership and view them as disabled to take rational decisions. 
 
   The previously mentioned mode of thinking creates what is called “the female model” which ascribes 
certain characteristics to women and gives a holistic and sacred sense over this model despite its 
irrelevance from the original texts. 
 

 


